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anion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis
Halide salts of transition-metal complexes are readily transformed, provided they are stable in basic solution, into their hydroxide salts by use of a Dowex 550A hydroxide activated anion exchange resin. The resulting aqueous solutions, which are separated from the resin, were reacted with MeOH/H2O solutions of B(OH)3 (1:10) to afford polyborate anions salts of cationic transition-metal complexes. Several salts have been prepared e.g.
. 9H2O (3). Compounds 2 and 3, which contain previously unobserved octaborate(2-) and heptaborate(3-) anions, were prepared in reasonable yields (~40%) and details 7, 8 of their synthesis and full characterization can be found elsewhere. The starting complex [Co(diNOsar)]Cl3 was prepared by a reported 9 procedure for the synthesis of 1.
Compound 1 was isolated in low yield (10%) and its high chloride content would indicate that the ion exchange was not completely successful in this case. Nevertheless, we were able to anion is shown in Figure 1 . There are multiple H-bond interactions within the solid-state structure of 1. Full details can be found in the supplementary information. Polyborate anions usually display multiple anion-anion H-bond interactions and these are believed 5 to be the driving force in the synthesis of non-metal cation pentaborate(1-) salts. Anion-anion interactions were found to be present in 2 and 3. However, in 1, triborate-triborate H-bond interactions are absent and each triborate(1-)
anion is isolated from others by H2O bridges, forming a sheet-like structure (Figure 2 ). This isolation implies that the crystal structure of 1 is engineered by interactions with other components within the system. The triborate(1-) anion is able to form 4 donor H-bonds and has 7 potential H-bond acceptor sites. 
